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Future Music Festival 
brings together hundreds 
of artists and organisers 
with thousands of fans to 
create some of the biggest 
and best music festivals 
in Australasia. And TSG’s 
WiFi system powered by 
Encapto keeps them all 
connected and engaged.

Where the 
WiFi is as 
Engaging as 
the Music
FUTURE MUSIC FESTIVAL

Modules used: 

• Encapto Cloud Deck

• RADIUS user management

• Encapto powered gateway 
appliance

• Encapto Campaign

• Encapto Portal Builder

Client:  
TSG & Future Entertainment

Deployed: 2015

“With Encapto we delivered a range of 
responsive branded portals, tiered access 

for artists, VIPs, festival goers and staff, 
and in a very short time frame. We just 

couldn’t have done it with anything else.” 
- Kamie Ang, Managing Director, TSG
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Advanced Network Management
Flexibility is key for any short term event. Future Music Festival 
needed a highly versatile WiFi management system that can be 
easily shifted for different events, each with its own challenging 
requirements and the ability to manage them all from a single 
platform.

A single Encapto powered device was taken on the road to 
service WiFi at nine events across five cities in just two weeks.  
The Encapto system meant everything from device and network 
settings through to time online and campaign messaging could 
be preconfigured weeks in advance.  

So while TSG pulls together high speed internet backhaul 
through a mix of bonded DSL, mobile and point to point 
temporary infrastructure, Encapto manages the hard work of 
site, user, and traffic differentiation.

User Management
An event as big as Future Music Festival naturally attracts a number of 
different user groups, each with its own usage requirements. Future Music 
Festival required different usage allowance for these user groups to prioritise 
access for those who need it most. Encapto’s tiered access functionality 
provides the ability to configure multiple SSIDs – each with its own splash 
page portal, login methods and user access limits. 

Future Entertainment is able to allocate different portals and authentication 
methods for VIPs, festival goers, staff, media and artists. And each 
authentication method can be configured with its own speed, time and data 
limits for complete network control. 

User Engagement
Music festivals carry a dynamic vibe and Future Music Festival 
needed to communicate that across to its visitors by engaging 
with them via WiFi. Future Music Festival wanted to use its WiFi 
to not only deliver internet access but also push special offers 
and notices from festival vendors and event sponsors, straight to 
users’ devices. 

Encapto’s Campaign module allowed Future Entertainment to 
deliver targeted scheduled content to user devices engaging 
festival-goers with the right message at the right time. And 
survey and Facebook connect mean Future can know even more 
about its patrons to keep them engaged even after the event.

At Future Music, scheduled advertising campaigns featured 
replays, interviews, merchandise and refreshment deals over 
WiFi.  Encapto’s Campaign module even enables captivating 
video to be delivered on connection to the network.

Future Music Festival needed a versatile network management platform to 
deliver WiFi to keep festival goers connected. Short term event licensing and a 
rapidly scalable network architecture enabled engaging WiFi at 9 events across 5 
different cities to 100s of thousands of fans and artists over a two-week period. 
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One network, multiple uses
Apart from delivering WiFi internet access for festival goers, Future 
Entertainment realised the potential of WiFi to be used for other essential 
event services. Future Entertainment wanted to streamline its operations 
on the ground by integrating them with Encapto to make them manageable 
from a single sophisticated platform.

Encapto WiFi is a highly customisable interface that serves the various and 
sometimes competing needs of any event space. Apart from delivering WiFi 
internet access, Encapto allows the integration of other essential network 
services at the venues including CCTV, operations, security and staff access, 
and an exclusive network access for artists. 

Reporting & Analysis
TSG is able to monitor and analyse its network performance using 
Encapto’s sophisticated reporting function. Standard WiFi reporting 
includes detailed data on event WiFi sessions as well as analytics on 
location and campaign views. Custom reports can be easily generated 
for one site or multiple hotspots for any time period. 

Scalability 
With multiple events of different sizes across six cities, Encapto’s modular 
approach and flexible licensing is crucial.  Together, they mean rolling out (and 
rolling back) new locations is quick, easy and cost effective.  

Flexible event licensing allows WiFi network providers dealing with large events 
to take advantage of Encapto’s massive scalability without blowing out costs. 
Short term scale up of concurrent user capacity caters for 45,000 users at Future 
Music Festival in Sydney and the smaller Good Life Festival in Perth the following 
week.

Brand Activation
Festivals like Future Music are a magnet for major brands looking to 
reach a young and difficult to engage demographic.  And over the years 
the festival has attracted big names – from Asahi to Uber – all looking 
to engage with ‘brand activation’ through competitions, social media 
strategies and gaming.

Encapto influences and incentivises attendees to engage with brands 
through WiFi using social media, surveys, and native competitions 
presented at logon to the network.  Encapto’s smart content is 
designed to ensure consistent branding and smooth interaction 
regardless of the end user device so that Future Entertainment’s brand 
partners connect with the iPhone generation and the Android crowd.


